MALLIOUHANA, AUBERGE RESORTS COLLECTION TO MANAGE
KISHTI VILLA’S ON ANGUILLA’S MEAD’S BAY
Iconic Beachside Hideaway Expands Villa Offerings With the Addition of the Sleek and Stylish Kishti
Villas to the Resort’s Portofolio
ANGUILLA, B.W.I. (May XX, 2019) – Malliouhana, Auberge Resorts Collection, Anguilla’s recently
restored glamorous retreat, is pleased to announce the addition of two new villas to the resort’s portfolio
of exclusive and private experiences. Malliouhana is now taking reservations for Kishti Villa West and
Kishti Villa East, part of the Kishti Villa Collection. Known for its effortlessly glamourous yet relaxed
sophistication, Malliouhana re-opened its doors in December 2018 after a yearlong restoration and will
now offer Kishti Villa guests the same warm and unforgettable experience that has become synonymous
with the iconic resort.
Situated just steps away from Malliouhana, the famed romantic hideaway, the five-bedroom Kishti on
Meads Villa West and the six-bedroom Kishti on Meads Villa East are two villas nestled side-by-side on
the pristine sugar-white sands of Meads Bay and offer the pinnacle of luxury in the heart of one of
Anguilla’s most striking beaches. Designed by Taylor Smyth Architect and internationally lauded interior
designer, Cecconi Simone Inc, the duo drew inspiration from the “Urdu” word for boat or canoe,
frequently used by poets and composers to express a sense of being at one with the sea. The prodigious
villas, which positioned directly on the soft sands of Mead’s Bay and just yards from the gentle sea,
feature a mystical design asthetic throughout, boasting floor-to-ceiling windows that generate a whimsical
sense of being afloat mid-ocean; outdoor infinity pool, hot tub and canopy beds that overlook the crystal
clear sea, and fountains and cascades that echo the murmur of wavelets both indoors and out,
harmoniously belding the splendor of island beauty, peace and privacy.
These ultra-modern indoor-outdoor villas, which sleep up to ten guests, are designed around effortless
entertaining and spaces that create a sense of togetherness while surrounded by Anguilla’s natural beauty.
A large great room with living, dining and kitchen areas open to the terrace via a folding glass wall,
making for a bright and airy space, the ideal spot for bringing together families, weddings and corporate
groups. Wood floors, neutral upholstery and artwork with Eastern and Western influence create a
distinctive environment that raises the bar for style and sophistication in the Caribbean. Each villa has
every luxury amenity to create a seamless experience including two kitchens; rooftop and patio gardens; a
home theater, office and gym. Guests may very well choose to spend their entire vacation secluded in the
Kishti Villas where they will be attended to by Malliouhana’s exceptional resort staff, including a private
villa manager, butler and chef, or they may choose to take full advantage of all the amenities at
Malliouhana, which is just a short walk down the beach.

“With their unbeatable location situated on the mile-long Meads Bay, the Kishti Villas are unlike any
other island private home on Anguilla” said Kapil Sharma, General Manager, Malliouhahana, Auberge
Resorts Collection. “We are beyond delighted welcome this exclusive accommodation into the
Malliouhana family and offer our guests access to these capacious villas that will now be accompanied by
the world-class service and resort amenities Malliouhana is known for.”
This summer, Malliouhana will continue to expand its resort offerings, unveiling brand new additions
including a new two-bedroom beachfront villa on Turtle Cove Beach, 11 new oceanfront suites and an
expanded Auberge Spa with adjacent infinity pool. In addition, guests will enjoy three new dining
concepts including sophisticated bar and lounge Bar Soleil, Mediterranean-inspired Café Celeste, and
toes-in-the-sand beach shack experience Leon’s Porch and Beach Bar, all available to Kishti Villa guests.
Sun-seekers ready to experience the new era of Malliouhana can book rates beginning at $3,000/night.
For more information or to book, guests may call 1-866- 282-3743 or visit www.malliouhana.com.
###
About Malliouhana, Auberge Resorts Collection
Malliouhana, on the Caribbean island of Anguilla, has been part of Auberge Resorts Collection since
November 2014. The legendary winter destination for the jet-set crowd is known for its iconic location
high over Meads Bay and Turtle Cove and sweeping 360-degree views of the Caribbean. In December
2018, the 46-room resort is poised yet again to shine with the addition of exciting new amenities.
Blending the warmth and gracious hospitality of the Caribbean with stylish spaces that create a sense of
togetherness, a transformed Restaurant and Sunset Bar overlook white-sand beaches, and the iconic twotiered infinity swimming pool beckons sun-seekers. In summer 2019, 11 new beachfront suites, four
garden suites and a two-bedroom villa will be unveiled along with a new Auberge Spa and event space.
About Auberge Resorts Collection
Auberge Resorts Collection is a portfolio of extraordinary hotels, resorts, residences and private clubs.
While each property is unique, all share a crafted approach to luxury and bring the soul of the locale to
life through captivating design, exceptional cuisine and spas, and gracious yet unobtrusive service. With
19 hotels and resorts across three continents, Auberge invites guests to create unforgettable stories in
some of the world’s most desirable destinations. For more information about Auberge Resorts Collection,
please visit aubergeresorts.com. Follow Auberge Resorts Collection on Facebook at facebook.com/
AubergeResorts and on Twitter and Instagram at @AubergeResorts and #AlwaysAuberge.
About The Friedkin Group
The Friedkin Group encompasses a consortium of automotive, hospitality, entertainment, golf and
adventure companies. These organizations include: Gulf States Toyota, GSFSGroup, GSM, US
AutoLogistics, Ascent Automotive Group, Auberge Resorts Collection, Imperative Entertainment,
30WEST, NEON, Diamond Creek Golf Club, Congaree and Legendary Adventures. The Friedkin Group
is led by Chairman and CEO Dan Friedkin. For more information, visit www.friedkin.com.
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